
El Camino: Course SLOs (MATH) - Computer Sciences

Fall 2017
Assessment: Course Four Column

ECC: CSCI 1:Problem Solving and Program Design Using C++

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #4 Basic Data Structures -
Students will write C++ code that
correctly uses basic data structures
(including strings, arrays, and structs).

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/19/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
Students scoring 70% or higher
would have met a successful
completion standard for CSCI 1, SLO
#4.

Action: Create more opportunities
for students to write pseudo code
and flowcharts in class before
writing code. (03/08/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Action: Encouraging students to
take part in the on campus CS
tutoring and ACM workshops
earlier in the semester.
(03/08/2019)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Action: Invite industry guest
lecturer to to speak about
computational thinking and its
relevance to CSCI 1. (12/14/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Not Met
Results
57% of students scored in the 70% to 100% range
24% of students scored in the 50% to 69% range
19% of students scored in the less than 50% range

Total Number of students: 127

For the students who met the target, I think they
communicated well with the instructor, understood class
lectures, studied the supporting materials and learned
overall art of developing and implementing algorithms.
About 43% of the class did not meet SLO standard of 70 %
that was set. As a department we should continue to
encourage students to write pseudo code and/or
flowcharts, to aid in their development of algorithms and
data structures. There are various workshops that the CS
tutors give having one that focuses on data structures and
algorithms could benefit those students that did not receive
a passing grade. Other typical factors we have seen
hindering student success in community colleges and
Computer Science are:
1. Lack of engagement, due to factor such as Computer
Science not being student’s major.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Given an array of
strings, return true if each string's
size is equal or greater than the one
before, otherwise return false. The
array will be length 2 or more.

bool stringsIncreasing (string
names[], int size) {
// your code goes here
}

Grading Rubric
Having a loop that accesses every
array item = +2
Not accessing outside array bounds
= +2
Accessing array items correctly = +2
Comparing string sizes correctly = +2
Returning false inside the loop = +1
Returning true outside of the loop =
+1
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Related Documents:
Fall 2017 SLO Report for CSCI
1.docx

% of Success for this SLO: 57
Faculty Assessment Leader: Solomon Russell
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Solomon Russell,
Massoud Ghyam, Edwin Ambrosio, Nicolai Kalisch, Ndithi
Tilak

2. Demanding work and college schedule.
3. Borderline success in pre-requisite class or having done
such class so long ago that due to lack of use the pre-
requisite material has been forgotten.
4. Sudden change in student’s life condition that required
attention and time resources to be redirected from studies
towards resolution of such condition.
5. Lack of use of the on-campus computer science tutoring
and informal study groups early in the semester.

Encourage students to form study groups for tests and go to
the department provided tutors for help with projects.
Since the students for a class such as CSCI 1 are comprised
of students from multiple disciplines, helping them form
networks in and out of class may enable to them be more
comfortable with seeking help earlier in the semester.
Bringing in diverse speakers to talk specifically about the
importance of computational thinking may heighten
student engagement in class and understanding of data
structures and algorithms.
It is hard to conclude which factors have affected the
students who did not complete successfully, but we can
address issue #3 and #5 early in the semester and guide
student(s) to get a pre-requisite refresher and help as soon
as possible.  (03/04/2018)

Additional Information:
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ECC: CSCI 14:Computer Programming in Python for Computer Science

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #4 Basic Data Structures -
Students will write Python code that
correctly uses basic data structures
(including strings, arrays, and classes).

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 08/01/2017

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
Students scoring 70% or higher
would have met a successful
completion standard for CSCI 14,
SLO #4.

Action: Investigate creating an
online version of the course for
those with more experience
coding. Target the in-person class
for those new to programming
(12/15/2019)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Action: Encouraging students to
take part in the on campus CS
tutoring and ACM workshops
earlier in the semester.
(03/08/2019)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Action: Create more opportunities
for students to write pseudo code
and flowcharts in class before
writing code. (03/08/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Results
76.93% of students scored in the 70% to 100% range
15.38% of students scored in the 50% to 69% range
7.69% of students scored in the less than 50% range

Total Number of students: 13

For the students who met the target, I think they
communicated well with the instructor, understood class
lectures, studied the supporting materials and learned
overall art of developing and implementing algorithms.
Many of those students may have had prior programming
experience, which is beneficial to learning a new
programming language. Approximately 23% of the class did
not meet SLO standard of 70 % that was set. As a
department we should continue to encourage students to
write pseudo code and/or flowcharts, to aid in their
development of algorithms and data structures. There are
various workshops that the CS tutors give having one that
focuses on data structures and algorithms could benefit
those students that did not receive a passing grade. Other
typical factors we have seen hindering student success in
community colleges and Computer Science are:
1. Lack of engagement, due to factor such as Computer
Science not being student’s major.
2. Demanding work and college schedule.
3. Borderline success in pre-requisite class or having done
such class so long ago that due to lack of use the pre-
requisite material has been forgotten.
4. Sudden change in student’s life condition that required
attention and time resources to be redirected from studies
towards resolution of such condition.
5. Lack of use of the on-campus computer science tutoring
and informal study groups early in the semester.

Additional Information:

Exam/Test/Quiz - Given an array of
strings, return true if each string's
size is equal or greater than the one
before, otherwise return false. The
array will be length 2 or more.

bool stringsIncreasing (string
names[], int size) {
// your code goes here
}

Grading Rubric
Having a loop that accesses every
array item = +2
Not accessing outside array bounds
= +2
Accessing array items correctly = +2
Comparing string sizes correctly = +2
Returning false inside the loop = +1
Returning true outside of the loop =
+1
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

% of Success for this SLO: 77
Faculty Assessment Leader: Massoud Ghyam
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Massoud Ghyam

Encourage students to form study groups for tests and go to
the department provided tutors for help with projects.
Since the students for a class such as CSCI 14 are comprised
of students from multiple disciplines, helping them form
networks in and out of class may enable to them be more
comfortable with seeking help earlier in the semester.
Bringing in diverse speakers to talk specifically about the
importance of computational thinking may heighten
student engagement in class and understanding of data
structures and algorithms.
It is hard to conclude which factors have affected the
students who did not complete successfully, but we can
address issue #3 and #5 early in the semester and guide
student(s) to get a pre-requisite refresher and help as soon
as possible. [less]
% of Success for this SLO 76.93%
Faculty Assessment Leader Massoud Ghyam
Faculty Contributing to Assessment  Massoud Ghyam
(03/06/2018)
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ECC: CSCI 16:Assembly Language

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #4 Explaining the Concepts of PC
Assembly Language - Students will be
able to explain the concepts of PC
assembly language registers,
interrupts, data segment
organization, addressing modes,
internal data representation, decision
structures, macros and procedures.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/19/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success:
RUBRIC:
0 –No understanding
The student is unable to explain the
concepts of PC assembly language
registers, interrupts, data segment

% of Success for this SLO: 88
Faculty Assessment Leader: Edwin Ambrosio
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Related Documents:
CS 16 0169 SLO 4 Fall 2017 - Edwin Ambrosio.docx

Action: Follow up in Fall 2018 to
see that the standard is still being
met. (02/27/2018)

Follow-Up: Follow up in Fall 2018
to see that the standard is still
being met. (02/27/2018)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
I put this question as a set of questions on a quiz. The fact
that about 88% of the 18 students (11 with complete
understanding, 5 with most understanding) demonstrated
most or complete understanding showed that, for the most
part, the class had understood the topics presented on the
concepts of PC assembly registers. It was slightly
disappointing to see that 11% of the 18 students had no or
little understanding (2 with no understanding), which
showed failure on my part to determine which students had
difficulty with understanding the concepts of PC assembly
registers. (02/27/2018)

Exam/Test/Quiz - Here are the
group of questions that were using
to evaluate this SLO:

1. (3 points)
1. If you saw the following in
someone’s assembly code:

result WORD 0ECCh

            What do each of the parts
mean (i.e. tell me what does ‘result’
signify, WORD signify, and 0ECCh
signify)?

2. (1 point)
1. Suppose you saw the following
line in someone’s assembly code:

whatIsThis BYTE ?

            What does the ‘?’ symbol at
the end signify?

3. (2 points)
Describe what the EQU directive can
contain and anything special about
it.

4. (4 points)
When is the zero flag set?  When is
the carry flag set?
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

organization, addressing modes,
internal data representation,
decision structures, macros and
procedures.
1 –Some understanding
The student is somewhat able to
explain the concepts of PC assembly
language registers, interrupts, data
segment organization, addressing
modes, internal data representation,
decision structures, macros and
procedures.
2 –Most understanding
The student is generally able to
explain the concepts of PC assembly
language registers, interrupts, data
segment organization, addressing
modes, internal data representation,
decision structures, macros and
procedures.
3- Complete understanding
The student is able to completely
explain the concepts of PC assembly
language registers, interrupts, data
segment organization, addressing
modes, internal data representation,
decision structures, macros and
procedures.

BASED ON RUBRIC:  It is expected
that 80% will score 7 or above on
this SLO.
Additional Information:
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ECC: CSCI 2:Introduction to Data Structures

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #4 Explaining C++ Concepts -
Students will be able to explain the
C++ concepts related to pointers,
classes, recursion, searching, sorting,
templates and dynamic memory
allocation.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/19/2013

Comments::

Action: 1. Give a mock
assignment for explaining
concepts early in the semester.
2. Note students who are
failing the above assignment.
3. Work with them through
TA’s to work out additional
concept explaining assignments.
(09/30/2020)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Number of students assessed: 66
Table below gives score distributions.
percentage Number of students in that range

Percentage of Students in each range (%)
100% 24
36.4
90 % to <100% 17
25.8
80% to <90% 11
16.7
70% to <80% 7
10.6
60% to <70% 2
3.0
50% to < 60% 1
1.5
<50% 4
6.0
Total 66 100.0

The table below shows the statistics of above data:
Statistical Property Value of Statistical Property
Highest 100%
Average 81.4%
Median 87.8%
Standard Deviation 20.2%
Lowest 0%

Interpretation of results
The analysis of data shows that SLO criteria of 70% student
passing with 70% or higher score was met. This is because
almost 89.5% student scored in the range 70 % or more. It
would appear that students met SLO #4 rather robustly.

Exam/Test/Quiz - Please read the
code below and answer questions 1
to 4 below it, which are related to
this code.

class Student{
string   first, last;
int   age, ID;
double GPA;
public:
Student( );
Student(string frst, string lst, int
idNum, int ag, double gp, string
cName, int cZip);
static void  getInstance(istream & in,
Student & S);
const string getLastName( ) const;
bool setLastName(const string &
inLastName);
//other class functions
};

Q. 1. Which data members in above
class have public access (if any)?
Q. 2. Which data members in above
class have private access (if any)?
Q. 3. Consider the stand-alone
function below. Which non-static
member function cannot be called
inside this stand-alone function?
void Foo (const Student & S );
Q.4. Which constructor is being
called in the code fragment below?

Student *  Sptr = new
Student;
Q. 5. Take your favorite example of a
recursive function and explain its
base case and general case.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Standard and Target for Success:
From participating students, 70 % of
the students must have scored 70%
or more in SLO test.

% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Satish Singhal
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Eswin Ambrosio and
Satish Singhal

 (03/07/2018)

Additional Information: Questions 9
an 10 are below:
Q. 9.
(a) Discuss a strategy to traverse this
list so values of all nodes can be
outputted to console.
(b) If a function is used to traverse
the list to search for a key, and
function returns a pointer to a node,
then what is the value of pointer if
key being searched is 12?
(c ) Would a null or non-null pointer
be returned if value of key is 21 ?

Q. 10.  Choose your favorite binary
tree example and using diagrams
explain following tree traversals:
( a ) Pre order
( b) Post order
( c) In order

Q. 6. Explain why the binary search
on a sorted array is faster than the
linear search on an unsorted array?
Q. 7. Explain why quicksort is faster
than the bubble sort?
Q. 8.
(a) What are class templates?
(b) Explain the template class syntax
by taking your favorite example.
(c) What are the advantages of using
templates?
View the linked list below and
answer question 9 after it.

See all question in related
document.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Related Documents:
Fall 2017 SLO Report for CSCI
2.docx

Which of the above algorithms will
be used:
(i) To make deep copy of the tree.
(ii) To destroy the tree and free all
allocated memory.
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ECC: CSCI 3:Computer Programming in Java

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #4 Understanding and
Developing Desktop and Web
Applications - Students understand
and be able to develop both desktop
and web applications involving
graphical user interfaces, animations,
sound manipulations, File I/O,
database, applets, and threads.

Inactive Date:

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2017-
18 (Fall 2017)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 11/19/2013

Comments::

Standard and Target for Success: 0
–No understanding
The student is unable to understand
and be able to develop both desktop
and web applications involving
graphical user interfaces,
animations, sound manipulations,
file I/O, database, applets, and
threads.
1 –Some understanding
The student is somewhat able to
understand and be able to develop
both desktop and web applications
involving graphical user interfaces,
animations, sound manipulations,
file I/O, database, applets, and
threads.
2 –Most understanding
The student is generally able to
understand and be able to develop
both desktop and web applications
involving graphical user interfaces,
animations, sound manipulations,
file I/O, database, applets, and
threads.
3- Complete understanding
The student is able to completely
understand and be able to develop
both desktop and web applications

% of Success for this SLO: 80
Faculty Assessment Leader: Edwin Ambrosio
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Greg Scott, Esmaail
Nikjeh
Related Documents:
CS3 SLO 4 Fall 2017 - Edwin Ambrosio.docx
CS3__0156_SLO_SCORES_E_NIKJEH_F17.xlsx
CS3__0161_0162_SLO_SCORES_G_SCOTT_F17.xlsx

Action: Will review the
effectiveness of this assessment
tool/method and the relevance of
the SLO with faculty. (03/01/2018)

Follow-Up: This assessment is still
relevant, current, and effective.
(03/01/2018)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18 (Fall
2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
I put this question as an assignment. The fact that about
80% out of the 51 students (22 with complete
understanding, 23 with most understanding) demonstrated
most or complete understanding showed that, for the most
part, the class had understood the topics presented on the
concepts of graphical user interfaces and multimedia. It was
discouraging to see that 20% of the 51 students had no or
little understanding (5 with some understanding, 1 with no
understanding), which showed a small failure to determine
which students had difficulty with understanding the
concepts of graphical user interfaces and multimedia.
(03/01/2018)

Project - Create a multimedia,
animated version of your favorite
game.  It must include animation
(controlled movement of a graphical
object) and sound.  You will need to
collect/create graphic images and
collect/create some related sound
files to fit into the context of your
chosen game.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

involving graphical user interfaces,
animations, sound manipulations,
file I/O, database, applets, and
threads.

It is expected that 80% of the
students score 80% or better.
Additional Information:
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